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The nanogaleria is an independent curatorial project by Luísa Santos and Ana Fabíola
Maurício, held at the window display space of Miguel Palma’s studio in Alvalade, Lisbon. An unapologetically nano project, the nanogallery rests upon an endless curiosity
regarding human, social, and cultural relationships. The nanogaleria will organize informal gatherings as a methodology geared at questioning the systems which determine
the world we live in. Between late 2018 and late 2019, the nanogaleria will play host to
questions and reflections in the shape of individual projects by artists such as Marilá
Dardot, Catarina Fragoso, Maria Trabulo, and Inês Norton.
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Lisbon – a sum of civilizational dialogues struck up with the European, African, American, and Asian continents – has been a meeting place and a place of cultural exchanges
throughout history. Since the 7th century BC, all throughout the period which became
known as the era of Portuguese Discoveries (when the city became the precursor of
the maritime explorations of the 15th and 16th centuries), and culminating in a 20th
century riddled with antagonisms which largely contributed to the definition of some
of the main characteristics of contemporary Lisbon. The near five decades of fascist
dictatorship conditioned the development of the city and of the country, keeping both
in a kind of time capsule that would only come to be truly open in the 1980s when Portugal joined what would later become the European Union. Lisbon was, thus, sculpted
as a cosmopolitan city, influenced by globalization and its effects, but at the same time
different from the great European capitals, whether for its size and geographical conditionings, or due to its sociocultural and economical characteristics, that remained
rather traditionalist up until a few decades ago, and whose defining features are rather
visible still today. Like a palimpsest, made of layers, the city shows the markings of
consecutive transformations that entail the ability to adapt to new dynamics.
Much as with Heraclitus’s metaphor on the impossibility of stepping into the same river
twice due to the constant flow of the stream1, one must understand that some things
stay the same only by changing in natural and expectable ways, and that exact quality
of change is what gives them their defining character and characteristics. The more
recent changes that have come about in the city of Lisbon – a result of globalization
processes – have led to transformations that do not always seem adequate to their
environment and their social context, thus countering the fluidity of natural processes
and, hence, changing the character of the entities at hand.
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Lisbon Blues (2018) is the title of the art installation in the nanogaleria, composed
of around thirty boxes, which precisely reflects the markings that Lisbon bares in
its contemporaneity. These boxes, as a whole, form a near mono-chromatic blueish
blotch. Collected by Marilá Dardot (1973, Belo Horizonte) throughout the course of
four months, they have not been subjected to any intervention or pictorial process
by the artist. The blueish hue they all display is due, in fact, to the solar exposure
they were subjected to throughout their existence on the window displays of small
Lisbon shops. These boxes that have remained for years on display, and the resulting
chromatic changes, are a reflection of the permanence/transience and sustainability/
erratic-change contradictions of the socioeconomic and political dynamics, be they
at the neighborhood level, be they at city or country level. Just as the monochromatic
hue of the boxes reveals an erasing of the colors that made up their identities – the last
colors to resist solar exposure throughout time are blue and black – so do the recent
and constant changes in the typical neighborhoods of Lisbon eliminate many of their
sociocultural anchors and meeting points and spots of community relations, changing
their sustainable urban dynamics in a drastic fashion.
The traces of time confided by the boxes share a context experienced by the artist.
Having arrived in Lisbon almost three years ago, Marilá witnessed the socioeconomic
conditions of the city change in a short amount of time. The growth of the real estate
sector and the urban policies of Lisbon legitimized the touristification of the historic
neighborhoods in the global post-financial crisis atmosphere of 2008-2009 (Mendes,
2017)2. The goal of making Lisbon attractive to foreign investments, to visitors and
tourists, brought about various types of consequences, including residential and commercial evictions associated with the new tenancy law. The boxes, stacked on top
of each other, or supported by shelves made of different materials found on the city
streets (a result of an atmosphere of constant change), take on a chaotic outline, in
layers, in a tense relation, mirroring the dynamics of change brought about by the
hermeneutic relations established between tourism, the real estate situation, the (un)
characterization of the traditional make-up of the city, and the transformations of the
neighborhood’s sociocultural agents/dynamics.
Marilá Dardot’s Lisbon Blues – as the title suggests by referencing the melancholic
music style of popular African-American roots which was in itself a form of resistance
– operates as a metaphor for the spaces that – and the people who – due to gentrification processes, had to reorganize themselves and change in their (or move from
their) lived environments. The boxes, as a whole in blocks, are generic enough to, at
a first glance, allude to any city and to contemporary social planning at a global level.
With their process of aesthetic transformation – from colorful boxes to monochromatic
boxes – they portray, on the one hand, aging and abandonment, and on the other a
process of standardization, creating a type of memorial to a more diverse past than the
supposedly multicultural present in which we live.
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Reorganization and recontextualization are recurring methodologies in Marilá Dardot’s
work. Here, the boxes transition from the window displays of traditional shops in Lisbon
neighborhoods to the window display of Miguel Palma’s studio, in Alvalade, a place
also greatly featured by shops that have been in the neighborhood since the 1950s
and so many others, like the historic cafe Biarritz, on Avenida da Igreja since 1962, or
Pastelaria Sul-América, on Avenida de Roma since 1960, that fell victim to steep rent
rise and a drop in customers, and that were replaced by the restaurant chain Portugália
(once a single restaurant on Avenida Almirante Reis) and by yet another Burger King,
respectively. The installation of boxes in a non-linear mapping, their spatial constraints
and the structures that sustain them (support and condition/accommodate), mirror this
connection between causality/consequence of real estate phenomena as reflections/
precursors of multiple phenomena of economic and political changes that find their
root and their effect in social and cultural transformations.
In their new configuration as sculpture-installation, the boxes maintain an ambivalence
and sense of play between exposure and camouflage, as if they depended on the observer’s point of view, from the inside or the outside of the window displays, as well as
on the experiences and narratives of the city. The blue and white of the boxes also refer
to key identity elements of the city of Lisbon, such as the azulejo tiles, blue and white
soap, and also the very light of the city and the color of the sky reflected on the Tagus
river, both a result of the more than 320 annual sunny days of Lisbon.
Though conceptually and formally different, Marilá Dardot’s former work, Código desconhecido (Chácara Lane) (2016) shares some of the concerns and methodologies of
Lisbon Blues. A polyptich of 101 pieces made from fragments of books glued on MDF,
organized on the wall, by size, in blocks that resemble illegible barcodes, they suggest
an erasing of narratives, in favor of their structure as a whole. Like Lisbon Blues, this
piece accentuates the cyclic interaction between individual and whole, between erasure and construction. The visibility and exposure of Lisbon Blues seem to indicate an
exploration of the transition from the private realm to the public realm – the personal
activity of selection and gathering of the boxes as opposed to the processes of wear
that they suffer.
Despite the complete absence of the human element in the sculpture-installation, Lisbon Blues recontextualizes and reconfigures the objects, turning them into silent – or
silenced – protagonists of nostalgic environments that oscillate, like the places of contemporary Lisbon, between the private and the public spheres, in a contrast between
intimate and alienating. Just like the last boxes that remained on the window displays suffering a process of change in their chromatic characteristics, those “last ones
standing” who still keep their traditional, typical shops in Lisbon neighborhoods – that
were (trans)formed by and grew with them – also find themselves at a point of (trans)
formation of the new socioeconomic and cultural dynamics that are leading us to a
process of urbanistic (de)configuration never before experienced by the city. What is
left to figure out – and determine – is if this process will self-regulate in a close dialogue
with the traditional stories and characteristics of the city or if this process will result in a
point of no-return of gentrification and disneylandification of the city, where the identity
of the city would become not the experience of daily life but rather a simulacrum of that
experience through fac simile nostalgic elements, a Lisbon Blues.

